
Hudson Day Line



All Famous "White Flyers"

 White Flyer was the nickname of the ships on the Hudson Day Line because of 
the fact that they were a passenger only line. These ships were overly lavish 
and made the day line one of the most popular lines. This also made it very 
popular to view the scenery of the river.



Nine Hour System

This was a system that stated that the Hudson day line would go from New York to Albany in 9 
hours with Poughkeepsie as the midpoint 



Hostesses

The Hudson day line provided experienced 
tour guide hostesses that would point out 
stops on the Manhattan tour .



Prices

A tour around Manhattan would cost your average family of for about $8.03 with tax, but 
obviously this river line has more in stock. It would cost your average family of four about $31.03 
to take a tour of the Hudson, and about $25.68 to get a bus/boat tour of the Hudson up to West 
Point. The moonlight cruise was another  tour, and cost about $9.42 for a family of four, but was 
geared more toward adults. The prices to travel up and down the river were considerably cheaper, 
unless you took a round trip. The highest price was about $3.50, for an adult to travel to 
Poughkeepsie.



Ships

Two ships on this line were the Peter Stuyvesant 
and the Alexander Hamilton. Some others were the 
United States, and the Columbia



To sum it all up in an outline... 
 
White flyers 
        nickname for the ships on the day line 
        Became so because of their luxury 
        made the day line popular 
Nine hour system 
        a system that will have the day line go from New York to Albany in nine 
hours 
        used Poughkeepsie as a midpoint  
Hostesses 
        Trained tour guides 
        Used on their three boat tours 
        All female 
Prices 
        Manhattan tours: $8.03 for a family of four 
        Bus and boats tours: $25.68 for a family of four 
        Ten hour steamer tour: $31.03 for a family of four 
        Moonlight tour: $9.42 for a family of four 
        Most expensive: 3.50 for an adult 
Ships 
        Alexander Hamilton  
        United States 
        Columbia 
        Peter Sestuyvant




